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Since time immemorial,
AFRICA has been the richest
and most coveted continent.
As per Article 13 of the UNIA
Declaration of Rights
(8/13/1920), "… we demand

Africa for the Africans, those at home and those
abroad." As the Caribbean is exposed to hurricanes
and storms, we MUST look towards Africa as the
other source of our products. And we should look
no further than Liberia.
     Mr. Garvey was able to unite more than twelve
million UNIA members in 38 states (of USA) and in
41 other countries on the planet in the 1920's. As a
result, the UNIA acquired hotels, restaurants,
factories, schools of higher learning, printing plants,
publishing companies, newspapers, transoceanic
steamship lines, to name a few. Black dolls were
manufactured for Black children. The UNIA
newspaper proclaimed itself the "Negro World". The
UNIA established civil services, health care services,
regiments, etc, all as foundational springboards
necessary to the construction of the new continental
African nation and homeland to commence in Liberia.
    Consequently, we are in the midst of an intensive
re-introduction of the UNIA to the general
population with the intent of increasing our coffers to
the levels that Mr. Garvey attained in the 1920's.
    As no one is coming to our rescue but ourselves,

PLEASE RE-ACTIVATE YOUR
CITIZENSHIP IN THE UNIA♦ACL.

One God.  One Aim.  One Destiny.
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reflections of an editor READERS' FORUM

African redemption fund
Dear Editor: I just found out 
that the UNIA under the 
leadership of PG Michael R. 
Duncan  is restoring the 
African Redemption Fund.  I 
think this is a great idea 
where we can all put in it 
and can use it when an 
emergency comes up. Please 
keep us informed.

NZINGA DUGUE
via email

about carlos cooks
Dear Editor: It has come to 
my attention that Hon. 
Carlos Cooks should be 
considered the Ideological 
Son of Marcus Garvey. It was 
Mr. Cooks who continued 
the name of Marcus Garvey 
after Mr. Garvey's death.  It 
was Carlos Cooks who 
coined the term 'BUY 
BLACK'.  It was Carlos Cooks 
who held a conference in 
1959 insisting that we call 
ourselves 'African' instead of 
'Negro'. It was Carlos Cooks 
who started the annual 
Marcus Garvey Parade on 
Garvey's birthday in 1941 in 
Harlem.  It was Carlos Cooks 
who held the Miss Natural 
Standard of Beauty Contest, 
etc..

SHABAKA DUCLOS
via email

We welcome letters to the Readers Forum, but they must 
include (for verification purposes) the writer's name, 
address and cellular number. This includes letters sent via 
email. The name may be withheld upon request. Letters 
signed simply 'Name Withheld' are not considered for print. 
Letters should be as brief as possible, and, of course, all 
letters  are subject to editing. Letters containing  the proviso 
'Do Not Edit'  are not considered for print.  Email letters to 
hch@unia-aclgovernment.com.

2020 convention
Dear Editor: Has the date 
and venue for the 2020 
UNIA Convention been 
determined?

CLAUSEL PAYEN
via email

visiting philadelphia
Dear Editor:  The Administration of Hon Michael R 
Duncan is doing a great job of regularly visiting the 
Philadelphia Headquarters . I traveled with them in 
September.

JOSEPH NAPOLEON, JR
Miss Natural Standard of Beauty
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On August 19, 2016, the 10th successor to Hon. Marcus Mosiah Garvey
was elected President General [PG] of the Universal Negro Improvement
Association. His name is Michael R. Duncan. As such, it is with great
pleasure and pride that we (re)introduce the President General,
Hon. Michael R. Duncan.

After immigrating to the U.S. from the Caribbean island nation of Jamaica
in 1978, Michael Duncan settled in Brooklyn, NY. At the age of 17, he
picked up the holy book - Philosophy and Opinions of Marcus Garvey.
Initially Michael Duncan thought he was a Jamaican, but after reading the
book, he realized that he was an African born in Jamaica. Afterwards, he
attended Baruch College of the City University of New York, graduating
with a Bachelor's in Accounting. By the 1990's, he and his family moved to
Southeast Queens. Soon after he revitalized the Rosedale Soccer Club.
As Michael Duncan wanted to make a difference, he got involved to help
the youth build character through sports especially a team sport such as
soccer. Being certain that if we act as a team, then we can better our
neighborhoods, respect each other, and improve our lot in life, all of which
he learned from the teachings of Marcus Garvey.

PG is happily married to his wife Sophia, and they have four children. For the last twenty years, PG has
volunteered in the Public School [PS] system having been elected Parent Teacher Association  president at
PS 195, Junior High School [JHS] 231, and Springfield Gardens High School [HS]. PG is a strong
advocate of After School Programs so that mathematics, science, and the arts can be supplemented in our
schools so as to reclaim our stolen legacy. Keep in mind that Africans were the world's first mathematicians,
architects, accountants, brick masons, empire builders, physicians, and artists, to name a few. PG also
organized community awareness against suspension centers at JHS 231 and Springfield HS.

In addition to the many hats that President General Michael R. Duncan wears - husband, father, business owner
community leader and soccer club president, he is also the host of the COMMUNITY FOCUS radio show
on 93.5 FM NY IRIEJAM RADIO from 8 PM to 9 PM on Mondays and Tuesdays. In summary, this is
where community meets radio. PG uses this media as a platform to organize our community, to address the
conditions that affect us whether it be policing, education, lack of wealth creation, housing, mass
incarceration or politics to name a few, and to rebuild the UNIA. In effect the COMMUNITY FOCUS
radio show is the UNIA radio.

The financing of the COMMUNITY FOCUS radio show is from the largesse of the Jamaica Breeze
Restaurant that PG and his family own. It is the only Caribbean and Soul Food buffet restaurant in Queens
and the Rockaways. Though this is an entrepreneurism, due to the fact that it embraces the philosophy of
[economic] self reliance, the Jamaica Breeze has become a mainstay in the community. It has created more
than twenty jobs in the community thus buoying the local economy.  Moreover, Jamaica Breeze gives a monthly
portion of its intake to worthy causes affecting our people.

PG led the fight against the construction of the "Hot Sheets" motel that developers from outside of the
community tried to build across the street from Springfield Gardens HS. When the elected officials thought
they could discourage and intimidate the community, it was PG who galvanized the senior citizens to stand strong
and remain faithful to the community. In the end, the community won, and the motel was not built.
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And finally, as Jamaica Breeze became an important part of the local economy, while shopping for its dry
goods, fish, meats, produce and vegetables, PG asked himself, "what would Mr. Garvey do" given that the
suppliers and distributors were exclusively not from our community though we are the ones propping up their
enterprise. The solution was a facsimile to the Black Star Line Steamship Corporation and the Negro Factories
corporation that Hon Marcus Garvey established in 1919 and 1920, whereupon the stock price of each
share was $5 even though our people were only making between 25¢ and 40¢ per day. How our people
were able to save up $5 even though the maximum they were earning was $2 per week is a testament to
sacrifice and purpose. All of this is as a result of one man's belief in his people.

Using the same blackprint, the $5 share price in 1919 adjusted for a 5% cost of living adjustment is $600 today.
Thus, we created the Federation of African, Caribbean, and American [FACA] Restaurant Owners Corp
with a $600 share price.

Tuesday, January 1, 2019

My dear Africans:

As "Chance has never yet satisfied the hopes of a suffering people", we cannot sit 
and wait for miracles. We have to strike the iron for our liberty. Africa and her people
are relying upon us. While everybody cannot do everything, each one of us can do
something. As every African is a member of the UNIA♦ACL, there are two types of
members: Active and Inactive. I implore you to re-activate your citizenship in the UNIA.
Please be aware that the very first building Mr. Garvey ever purchased in the US at
120 West 138th Street in Harlem, NY was purchased through membership dues. This
building could hold 6,000 participants at any time. It is safe to say that on an
uneventful meeting Mr. Garvey could attract no less than 3,000 participants.

For all things common to man that man has done, man can do. We can no longer sit
idle and hope. The die is cast. "The world has made being Black a crime; I hope to
make it a virtue." As per Mr. Garvey, "After a people have established successfully a
firm industrial foundation, they naturally turn to politics and society, but not first to
society and politics, because the two latter cannot exist without the former." The
lesson must be (self-reliance) economics. This is exactly why we created the
FACA♦ROC. The ROC must be the rock of the rebuilding of our empire. I ask that we
invest and support the ROC as well as re-activating your UNIA citizenship.

You can rest assure that I will work tirelessly to uplift this noble race and I promise
that "All I have I will give to you." 

One God, One Aim, One Destiny. Long live Marcus Garvey. Happy New Year 2019.
With best wishes
your obedient servant

Michael R. Duncan
President General, Universal Negro Improvement Association
13205 Merrick Blvd • Jamaica, NY 11434 • (718) 906-8920
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On January 1, 2019, the island nation of Ayiti (Haiti) celebrated the 215th Anniversary of its Independence from the

chattel slavery system set up by the Europeans. As such, the UNIA is proud to salute the Africans who dared to

be free and independent. Ayiti is the only case in recorded history where

a formerly enslaved people rose up against their oppressors and militarily

defeated them to then form an independent nation (in 1804). While Ayiti

is the second independent country in the Americas after the United States

which became independent in 1776, it is the first free country in the

Americas as the US was a slave owning nation. Ayiti is the first

independent country in Latin America.

Ayiti is NOT the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere. Ayiti has

been the victim of an international conspiracy of the white slave owning

nations of the world to malign and impoverish it ever since it fought a

successful war which abolished slavery in 1804 and declared Haiti a

haven for all enslaved peoples.  Since these countries still "rule" the world

today, their propaganda against Haiti marches on.

The father of the independence is Jean Jacques Dessalines, 

not Toussaint L'Ouverture as is commonly taught in most mainstream

histories of Haiti. The military victory against the armies of Spain, 

England, and France is a source of pride for all Africans and lovers of

justice everywhere. The successful freedom struggle in Ayiti has been an

inspiration for enslaved Africans all over the Americas as well as all over

the world.

Haiti helped many countries around the world win their independence These included the countries liberated by

Simon Bolivar (Columbia, Venezuela, Ecuador, Panama, parts of present day Peru, Guyana, and Brazil); and Cuba.

Haiti was the first country to state in its Constitution that Agriculture must

be a protected industry. One of the major thoroughfare in its capital -

Port-au-Prince - is named after John Brown who fought and sacrificed his

life to end slavery in the United States in the 1850's.

The Citadelle Laferriere, built in 1820 (1805-1820) by Haitians less

than 20 years after they broke the chains of slavery, remains up to

today the largest military fort in the Americas.

Despite continued assault by hostile powers claiming to be friends

and greedy multinationals, local organic agriculture remains the

backbone of the Haitian economy and the source of what remains of its freedom and independence.

In 2008 the UN named Bill Clinton UN Special Envoy to Haiti with the job of "mobilizing international support for

Haiti's economic recovery and reconstruction".  In fact his actual job was to camouflage the bloody, cholera plagued

US-UN occupation in Haiti (since 2004) and to divert attention away from UN killings and rapes in Haiti. At that

time, his wife, Hillary, was the Secretary of State of the US and together they collaborated to achieve a common

Haitian peasants hard at work

La Citadelle Laferriere

Jean Jacques Dessalines
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goal of the US, the UN, and the other so called friends of Haiti. They wanted to implement what is known as the

Collier Development Plan which is merely another anti-humanity ploy to wrest whatever little sovereignty remains to 

Haitians by taking productive land away from the peasants to build low "slave" wage factory jobs and tourist resorts.

When the tragedy of the earthquake hit in January 2010, they used this as a perfect occasion to further their macabre

plan.  Since the "rulers of the world" push the lie that non-white leaders are irresponsible and corrupt, our "friends"

determined that the Haiti earthquake relief money would be too much for Haitians to manage.  Once again Haiti's

dear benefactor and savior Bill Clinton was named the head of this relief fund.  Of the $13 Billion that was pledged,

we are told that about $6 Billion was actually received.  Less than 1% of this amount made it to the Haitian

Government. Bill Clinton had total control of the balance.

To cover up Bill's recovery fund corruption and Hillary's USAID corruption, they dredged up the degenerate,

self-avowed crack head Michel "Sweet Mickey" Martelly that they forced upon Haiti as President of Haiti.

Hillary actually traveled to Haiti during the election threatening to cut off US aid and to cancel US visas of Haitian

officials and their families if Martelly had been eliminated in the first round of the elections.  It would only be such a

character who would help them with their cover up while lining his own pockets and that of his cronies.

Martelly's illegitimate administration (2011 to 2016; he got ~ 700,000 votes in a country of 11 million) was plagued

with political assassinations, arrests of opponents and detentions without trial; gassing of peaceful demonstrations;

widespread and unprecedented corruption. Since July 2018, the Haitian people all over the country are up in arms to

remove Martelly's handpicked successor - Jovenel Moise - who with his cronies continue to plunder and rob Haiti 

all the while doing the bidding of Haiti's enemies and their international bosses so as to destroy the country.

Highlights of the May 20, 1805 Constitution of Ayiti:

the 1 st  Part: Preliminary Declaration

1. The name of this land shall be Ayiti named after the original inhabitants;

2. Slavery is forever abolished;

3. The Citizens of Haiti are brothers at home;

9. No person is worth of being a Haitian who is not a good father, good son, a good

husband, and especially a good soldier;

12. No white man of whatever nation he may be, shall put his foot on this territory

with the title of master or proprietor, neither shall he in future acquire any property;

14. All Haitians are to be known as Black;
23. The crown is elective not hereditary;

the 2 nd  Part: General Dispositions

19. Within each military division a public school shall be established for the instruction of youth;

20. The national colors shall be black and red;

21. Agriculture, as it is the first, the most noble, and the most useful of all the arts, shall be honored and protected;

22. Commerce, the second source of the prosperity of states, will not admit of any impediment; it ought to protected;

24. Good faith and integrity in commercial operations shall be religiously maintained;

27. There shall be national festivals for celebrating independence, the birth day of the

emperor and his august spouse, that of agriculture and of the constitution.

28. At the first firing of the alarm gun, the cities will disappear and the nation rise.
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one of the $6 billion 
dollar "Haiti" houses


